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DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING FOR MAPPING
GEOLOGICAL FEATURES RELATED TO LATERITIC Ni DEPOSITS

M. Stefouli

SUMMARY
The aim of the work has been to evaluate the applicability of the use of digital image data (Landsat
TM, SPOT) along with ancillary data for the mapping of local scale geological features related to
lateritic Ni deposits, using advanced image processing techniques.

Image processing techniques have been applied to remotely sensed data for: Removal of art ifnets
related to atmosphere. Rectification of the images. Reduction of the high inter-band corrclnliun
inherent to the reflected part of the spectrum through the decolTelation stretching of bands.
Interpolation and co-registration of all data sets. Image integra~ion. Spectral models based on rat io.
I.HS. and PCA / DPCA of the images have been developed for the mapping of variations in ferric 
iron and clay mineral content. Remotely sensed imager} have been interpreted in tenus of geologic
structures, lithology and mineralogical variations for the Vermion area of study.

Geologic features of specific interest to the Ni lateritic deposits have been mapped for the first time on
the satellite imagery. Generally, the use of the remotely sensed images in geologic map updating l(1
scales up to I:25,000 lies in the fact, that various geologic and mainly structural features can be
mapped quickly for large areas. The time which is needed to delin~te the general structure of the arc;\
and to mark lithological/mineralogical features is minimum, relatively to that needed for lhe
construction of a geological map and field mineralogical/lithological observation collection.

ANAllTYSH TEXNIKnN 'YH<I>IAKH1: EllEEEPrAEIA1: EIKONA1: ME
XPH:I:IMOTHTA 1:THN EPEYNA METAAAEYMATnN NIKEAIOY.

M. l:-rEtpoUAll

nEPIAH'YH
AV-rIK£l/l8VIKOs cnoxos Tlls c:pyaaias c:ivat 11 a~loAOYllall Tlls XPllal/lo-rllWs -reM \llllCPHXK(;JV
bOpU(jlOpIKWV £IKOVCOV (Landsat TM & SPOT) (HllV £pwva Aa-rc:pmKwv /l£WA/~U/l(hcov NIKi)cioll.
/lc:-ra Tllv ava1nU~1l £~C:lbIK£U /l£VCOV -r£XV1KWV C:1r£~£Pyaaias t:1Kovas.

TC:XV1K£S £1rC:~Epya<Jtas E1Kovac; £xoUY £(jlaPlloa8d ans OOPU(jlOPIKES £IKOVES yta -rllV a-r/lo<JtpmplK1l K<Xl

y£co/li:;-rPUCrl blOpeW<Jll -rous, TI)v /l£tCOall LOU OyKOU -rlls 1rAllpo(jloptae; 1WU 1r£PIEX£-rat a-rllv aVa.KAwpev1l
1rC:PLOXl1 -rou (jla<J/la-ros, Kat -rllv -rau-r0xpovll CJuax£-rWll -rcov blatpop£UKrls btaKpmKo-rll'W..s CIKOW.l\!.
E~C:181K£U/l£Va (jlaO/laUKa /lOv-r£Aa £xoUY avan-rUXeC:t, £'W1 Wo-rc: va 81EUKOAUvGEi 11 xap-roypacpll<lll KC([

£p/lllvda 81a(jl0p01rOlrl0£WV 'WU £ba(jlOUs Kat / rl -rcov 1rc:-rPCO/la-rcov 1WU ouvb£ov-rat /lC: ~l£-rapoA{;C: -rll~

n£p1£KHK0t11Ws <J£ albllPouxa Kal apYIAIKa UAIKa. OA£S 01 OOPU(jlOPIKts EIKOVC:S, -rlls ncploX1lc
/lEA£TI)e; LOU BEP/ltOU £Xouv Ep/lllvEmEi a£ 0X£oll /l£ ns yECOAOyIK€S 8011E<; Kat n<; A100AOYIKCC
OpUKLOA.OY1Kts /lEW~OA£S EVOIW.p£povws 0C: aX£011 /lE -rllV Epcuva N1K£A10U.

To ano.€AC<J/la -rlls /lEA£-rll<; bEiXV£1 on -ra 8£oofltva .1lS -rllAEmaKo1rllolls /lnopol)v Wi

XPll<Jl/lOnOllleOuv <JTI)V <JU/l1rArlPffiall rl avae£WPllall Y£WAOY1KWV I Kona0fwLOAoY1KWV X(Xp-r(·)\·
KAl/laKas Effie; 1 :25,000. 0 Xpovos nou ananchat yta TllV 0pLOe£-rlloll -rlls yEV1Krl<; OO/lTtC; .11<; 1rcp lOxric
/lEA£.lle; Kat -rOY Ev-romO/lO eEa£cov AleOAOYIKWV / OpUKLOAOylKclW Olacpopono1ija£cov £iVai CAaXl0TOs
ac: 0X£011 /lC: amov nov xapLOypatprlac:CJ.)v u1raiepou. JEVIKa (mo HS bOPUCPOPlK£S E1KOVU;, {;xouv
xap-roypa(jlll0ci, yta 1rPclHll (jlOpa, o-rllv 1rEPlOX.rl /l£AETlls LOU Bcp/liou, Y£COAOYIKa aWlxclu 1(01)

<Juvo£ov-rat a/lE<Ja /l£ Aa-rCpmKa KOnaa/la-ra NIKEAtOU.
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h TRQDUC ON

The aim of the task has been to evaluate the applicability of the use of digital image data (Land~al TM.
SPOT) along with ancillary data for the mapping of local scale geological features related to laleritlc
Ni deposits, using advanced image processing techniques. The investigated area is a pari of Ihe
western Vermion and consists of formations deposited on the eastern margin of the Pelagonian lonc
and on the western Almopias border (Brunn, 1956; Photiades et. al.., 1998)

The use of Landsat and SPOT images in mineral exploration is well established. It is also quite Cerl,ll1l
that Landsat images are in routine use by many mining companies at their own expense, but accc~~ 10

the results obtained is difficult. Consequently the success or failure rates of actually using featllrc~

identified by remote sensing techniques in exploration, especially for certain geotectonic environl1lenl~

is not well established. Also image processing for geologic research (exploration of Ni minerals) h,lS
not always employed to its potential, because most Image Processing systems are not designed for
direct applications to geologic research and there is little communication between workers in geology
and workers in image processing. One of the objectives of the present work is to attempt to fi II the gap
which exists between the various computerized procedures of Image Processing and the geologic
interpretation techniques, specifically related to Ni mineral exploration.

MEAL 1S US 'D 1'0 ACH .EVE E BJECTI ES

The digjtal image processing system, which is operating at IGME, was mainly used to analy~e the
image data (UNIX LX system, 96 MB memory, 6 GB hard disk, CD, OAT 4 mm). Thc analysi~ Iws
been carried out with the TNTmips Image Processing system.

The system has been effective in order to:
a) perform image processing tasks (image enhancement); b) test the applicability of various models
specialized image processing tasks of interest to the Ni mining exploration; c) cover the nceds for Ihe
system development, concerning the image processing and GIS tasks and data exchange; d) apply hoth
raster and vector techniques; e) allow information from different sources to be combined: f) pr()Vldc
flexible image processing facilities to enhance relevant image features; g) provide tools ft)r llll,lge
registration, geometric corrections; h) provide rapid quantification facilities to enable the accurale
identification of regions on the basis of colour and intensity; i) provide automatic extrapolation from
the ground truth data; and j) allow the storage and processing of both raster images and vector - map
data, along with the application of modelling techniques. The cost to processing functions ratio is \vell
justifiable to mining research work.

The satellite images that have been analyzed are mainly the Landsat TM and SPOT images. The image
data used are shown in Figure 1. Also the processed within the GIS system digitized geologic and
topographic (contour lines and drainage pattern) infonnation of the 1:50,000 Pirgoi sheet have been
also included in the analysis, Figure 1.
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«FIGURE 1. Display of the satellite, topographic and the existing geologic data used in the project.
A: True colour composite of the Landsat TM image (Bands, 3:2:1 in R:G:B respectively). B: SPOT
Panchromatic image. C: Image obtained from the multilinear regression process of ERS-SAR with the
Landsat TM image D: Digital Elevation Model of Pirgoi sheet displayed with a colour palette. E: The
shaded relief image produced from the analysis of the Digital Elevation Model F: Two dimensional
representation of the processed in the GIS existing geologic map of Pirgoi sheet of I :50,000 scale.
Different geologic pattems have been created in order to display the coded into the dDtaba~c

information. »
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lMAGE ENHANCEMENT OF SPECTRAL FEATURES RELATED TO Ni.

Ophiolitic sequences in connection with plate movements and ocean spreading are worlwidc
pheuomena during Alpine orogeny. The association of weathered ophiolitic sequences, nickel laterile:,
and bauxites, therefore should appear as a world-wide type of ore deposits. Serpentinized ultrabasic
rocks represent the exposed primary parent rocks in the Venl1ion area. They consist of homogeneous
hartzburgite exhibiting different textural types. The majority of the Ni-Fe ores is bedded upon dccply
serpentinized ultramafic rocks representing the predominant parent rocks. Morc precisely tIH.:

ophiolitic rocks of Venl1 ion cover a zone of 40 km long and of several hundrends to some decade:, or
meters wide. They consist of serpentinized tectonites. of hartzburgitic and dunitic composition. with
high concentrations of chromite, dismembered and defon11ed, due to the fracturing tectonism ,1ml
mylonitization. The Fe-Ni mineral deposits of Vermion, occur, mainly in its western slopc and their
strartigraphic positions is equivalent to that of the mineral occurences in Euboea, in leropigi (ncar
Kastoria) and in Albania, more to the north. They always lie over peridotites and are transgrcssively.
overlaid by carbonate rocks of "middle" cretaceous age or they are covered by Miocellc molla<.,ic
conglomerates, (Photiades et. aI., 1998).

Remote sensing strategy depends on lithologically deten11ined variations of clay minerals, secondal'~'

silica, magnesite, and ferric minerals in lateritic soils, and to a lesser extend on the morc resislant
primary silicates such as chlorite, talc, and serpentines. An extensive review of the spcClr;J!
characteristics of indicative minerals gave an impression of the possibilities for discrimination a/1)\ln~

bydroxylated silicates and aluminosilicates, carbonates, and sulphates in the SWIR. Unfortullalcl~.

none of the unique intricacies can be spectrally resolved by TM band 7. All that is possible IS lhe
empirical use of the differences between the reflectance high ( 1550 to 1750 nm, TM band:; ) ~md

lows due to bydroxylated silicates in TM band 7. The absorption feature in carbonates is also too (10:,<:

to the edge of band 7 band pass to have any noticeable effect on radiance.

APPLlCATlON OF lMAGE ENHANCEMENT TECHNlQUES

Two basic approaches can be distinguished in image processing. The first approach maximizes imagc
information content and quality, so that the analyst can directly use it for interpetation. The second
approach stresses techniques involving computerized classifications (mterpretations). Image
enancement belongs to the first approach and it has as a purpose the best representation of the inirial
scene. The main problem that was faced, is the plethora of techniques which are available for imagL'
enhancement, from which a few had to be selected. Models were developed to build the Image
Interpreter functions to suit the Ni exploration application. Additionally specialized proccssing has
been carried out in Outokumpu Mining Oy (Aamisalo ,1998) for the spectral enhancement of Landsat
TM image of Pirgoi Sheet Figure 2.
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«FIGURE 2. Three dimensional representations of the spectrally enhanced Landsat TM image b:
two different models. The lithologic units have been overlayed on top of the DEM to compare the
results. Different coloured pattems have been used to distinguish the lithological types storcd in the
database. Also a three dimensional image has been created by overlaying on the OEM a stilndmd
colour composite of bands 4,5,3.»
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Two types of digital analysis were initially perfon-ned on the LANDSAT TM data:
I. determination of band and band-ratio combinations after modeling through DPCA the Fe- OH and

greenness components of the data that provide optimum discrimination for geologic mapping. and
2. deten-nination of the TM reflectance characteristics of the major units interpreted on the imagc:,.
The selected techniques that have been applied and the results obtained are described in Table I.

Most of the 25 top-ranked band-ratio combinations provide no more discrimination than does the pee
image. The five top-ranked band-ratio combinations, which irvolve the TM band 5/4 ratio and thc 7 5
ratio, do enable discrimination of some rock units that are oot easiliy discriminated on either the PC'C
image or the BCC image. The colour assignements for the band ratios used in the band-ratio colour
composite (BRC) image were chosen to provide maximum discrimination of lithologic unih
(especially the marker limestone horizon and the serpentinized zones).

Alternative colour assignements for the band ratios do provide better discrimination of thc other rock
units, but these alternate colour assignments make discrimination of the serpcntinites very difficull
because the human eye is less sensitive to shades of blue and green than to shades of red. Figure :2
shows representations of the enhanced Landsat TM image. These color composites of the comronenl~

that are related to the surface variations of Fe 1 OH and greenness have proved very effectivc III

interpreting the various types of lithologies that are related to the Ni laterites.

Visual qualitative comparisons between the published I :50,000 scale geologic maps and the TM daw
have been perfon-ned, rather than quantitative analyses (applying statistical analysis to a digitized
geologic maps and the TM data), because the information depicted on the general purposc map"
proved to be too coarse to be related to the satellite image interpretations.

IMAGE MERGING

As it has been already noted. the resolution of satellite images is different from each other while they
are recording in different part of VIS IIR parts of the spectrum. Because these two sensor typcs givc
different infonnation about the same target, they are complementary data sets. If the two images arc
correctly combined, the resultant image will convey more useful than either image alone.

The methods for merging satellite data are still experimental., while the following methods helve beCil
tested: a) Co-displaying in a Viewer; b) ROB to IHS transforms; c) Principal components transform:
d) Multiplicative; e) Multilinear regression

The technique applied in the present work. uses the ROB to IHS transforms. In this technique an R(iB
(red, green, blue) c010r composite of bands ( or band derivatives) such as ratios is transformed inro
intensity, hue, saturation color space. The intensity component is replaced by the high resolullOIl
image, and the scene is reverse transfoOlled. This technique integrally merges the two data typc~.

Using the IHS family, two options exist:
Intensity - rescales the gray scale image to the numerical range of intensity (I) and then substitlltc~ il
for l.
Saturation - rescales the gray scale image to the numerical range of saturation (S) and then substitulC:
it for S, Figure 3.
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«FIGURE 3. The characteristic Upper Cretaceous limestone horizon (K8-9.k) has been selccicd
[rom the lithologies of the I :50,000 seale geologic map pf Pirgoi sheet. The boundary of this horilOll
has been used to extract the corresponding part of the enhanced through data merging modellill.!"
techniques, satellite image. The satellite image subset has been plotted on top of the I :50,000 ~cdc

vector [OIlnat map Two enlarged subset images (A& B) have been plotted on the two sides o!lhl'
geologic map.»
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DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS

Digitized topographic maps have been used to create a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Re~lolwl

structural features are shown very well on the shaded relief maps created from the DEM. fi~lIJ"C

Draping of enhanced satellite images over the DEM. has resulted as a very useful technique ror
interpreting structural and litho-stratigraphic features more effectively. Figure 2 shows the result or lhe

Landsat TM (bands 4,5,3) over the DEM. of the Pirgoi area of study. Also it shows different \hree
dimensional representations of the spectrally enhanced images. Interpretation of the lithological \YPI..'"
in relation to the morphological relief can be carried out more effectively than the two dimcnsional
Imagcs.

IMAGE INTERPRETATION

All processed images have been interpreted in terms of the geologic stntctures, lithology and
mineralogical variations for the pi lot project area of Vermion. The interpretation has been verI fied
with the I :50,000 scale geologic map. Distinctive patterns of lineaments in certain prominent
directions can be easily interpreted on the enhanced satellite images of the pilot project areas, Figurc 4
Structural features
A distinctive system of lineaments of NNW-SSE and E-W directions have been mapped in thc cenlf,\I
part of the study area, which is the most impOltant part from the point of view of Ni occurences.
Figure 4. The most prominent of the features of the map are the nearly NNE I SSW running major
lineament zone. The zone is cut along approximately E-W nmning faults. These are partly sho"'-'Il as
faults, thrust faults or lithological boundaries on the geologic maps. However, their extension over
greater distances is indicated after the interpretation of satellite imagery, while they have bcenlllappecl
to different locations. For example, a fault has been interpreted on the central part of the satellite
image with the following characteristics : length ~ 6 km, direction ~ 158 deg. This fault Iill\.'

corresponds partly to the fau It shown on the geologic map, but just for half its length (~ 3 km ) and III

a different direction (~ 168 deg). This specific fault seems to be of some importance, as it e,luse,
displacement of the Upper Cretaceous series of rocks to a more easterly direction. Similarly. one or
the major fault lines (4.4 km length), of a genera! NE (63 d~g) direction, that is located on the target
area of Profitis Elias, it is shown only for its half length (~2.07 km) on the geologic map. MaJor
lineaments of length more than 6 - 7 km of NE and NW directions have been interpreted all over the
area of study, while they are not shown on the map. This is of importance, as they are controlling the
location of litho-stratigraphic units that are related to the Fe -Ni occurences. Minor lineaments have
been also mapped and they seem to playa role as far as the displacement of the continuity of the
lateritic horizon is concerned. Finally, the mapping of fault traces and especially thosc of the thrll,-i
fau lts that has been achieved through the interpretation of satellite images is of some importance In (hI..'
current project, as it is related to the occurrence of Fe I Ni deposits.
Litho-stratigraphic mapping
Distinctive lithological I mineralogical variations can be also interpreted on the images. The
characteristic Upper Cretaceous limestones that overlay the laterites for the Metallion area are sh(1\\ 11

on the satellite image and their boundary has been traced. This limestone horizon is extended to lh l '

North, even though it is cut by numerous faults. The characteristic emplacement of these unlb '"
indicated on the satellite imagery. If the interpretation is extended to the North then the rest of Ihl..'
nappes are found in regular succession Figures 2 and 3. This very regular succession of the structural
units implies a distinctive emplacement from Easterly directions. Gcnerally, thc outl ine () "the
lithological boundaries shown on the 1:50,000 scale map coincide to the traccs interpreted on the
satellite images at only certain places. Relocation of the traces of the lithological boundarie;-, and
especially those of the rocks of Upper Cretaceous age has been achieved after the interpretation of
satellite imagery. For example a variety of different colors that correspond to different lithologIes afe
evident in Figure 3. In this case, the light gray blue color corresponds to the rudist bcaring Crctaceou<.,
limestones, while the dark brown colors correspond to the flysch and the transitional beds or dcbl'l"
flows (Photiadcs et. al. , 1998) Rock type alterations that are probably related to the variation of (he
amount of Ah03, Si02 (MnO & Cr203) havc been indicated on the satellite image for thc Mctallion
area. Their placement forms a zone of a general N-NW/S-SE (28 deg) direction. Rocks or the
ophiolitic sequence can be recognized in the study area and easily discriminated from the limestone
terrain. The location of laterites is indicated by their characteristic coloring and the limestone horimn
that ovcrlays them.
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«FIGURE 4. Landsat TM band 4 image overlayed by the lithologic boundaries (yellow lines) and
the tectonic features (orange lines) as they have been digitized from the 1:50,000 scale geologic Ill<lp

(Vermio area of study / Pirgoi sheet. Landsat TM band 4 image, overlayed by the lincalllcl1h
interpreted on the satellite image. The results of the statistical analysis have been plotted a~ rO"I.'

diagrams. More lineaments have been mapped on the satellite images than those shown 011 Ill,'
geologic map.»
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SUMMAR OF RESULTS

The traces of geologic features have been mapped more accurately on the satellite images than on the
geologic maps. The ratio of the number of the features mapped on the satellite images to the gcolo1:!H.·
maps is 4 to I respectively. This stresses the fact that the infornlation of satellite images can contribute
to a more detailed geologic mapping to larger scales up to I :25,000,

Generally, the mapping of structural and stratigraphic features can be made quickly alld quite
accurately for comparatively large areas. Geologic maps could be updated. Finally, features rcbted \\1

Ni lateritic occurences have been interpretcd on the satellite images, while they are not shown 011 the
general purpose geologic maps. In the present study more structural features are depicted 011 the
satellite images than the general 1:50,000 scale gcologic maps. The time which is needed to delineate
the gcneral structure of the area and to compile the map of satellite image features of the area i~

minimum relatively to that needed for the construction of a geologic map, However, resull~ nbo
demonstrate both the need for, and the potential of, using systems designed to critically sample lhe
narrowest mineral absorption features, significantly augmenting the ability to identify lllillCl"nl
assemblages and to map lithologic units.
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TABLE I SPECTRAL ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUES

I?~scripti?I1 ~~slll~~ .

threebestThe band I
I

combinations include TM bands I
1,3 (or 4) and 5 (or 7), Figures IA '
and 7. Natural color components II

and RGB: 7,5,4 or RGB:7.4.2
proved also effectivc for I

.... iI1t~rp~~t~tj?n.otge? I?gi~ .~~atl1 rcs. I

Analysis applied: Computing of 7*7
variance covariance matrix. Ranking
m order the determinants for each
3*3 submatix. Application of

...~~~ti~ti~~!.~~ ~lx~js:T~~~~~~:.. . .

Band Combination

Enhancement
technique

Ratioing Computation of various ratios usmg
the methods of
DN=a(Dnils/DNj Is)+b
Dnijn=K(arctanDNijk:/Dnijl)
CC* after model development
Masking techniques.

Relative interepretation of the
location of broad categories of'
limonitic 1 non-liminitic rocks.:
clay-rich 1 clay-poor rocks and
vegetation has been achievcd.

Application of HIS transformations,
so as to merge band ratio Images
with other image data, (i.e. 5, 5/7, 2/3
as HIS). Transformations of RGB
three band triplets to HIS through
the use of models.

Multiband Image enhanccment
and shadow supresslOn IS

indicated. The inteqxctation 0 r'
.}.i~~?l?gi~~.i.sf~eilita!ed.

Principal Component
Analysis

Data from N bands are combined
additively, after weighting by the
eigenvectors associated with each
principal component and bands, to
produce a decorrelated spread on N
orthogonal principal component axes.
Stretching has been applied, so as the
data to fill the N-dimensional space
much more fully.

Subtle diffrences among
lithologies are more strongly
contrasted m a greater variety of
hues. Local structural
complexities at sharp lithoiogicfli
contacts and In exposed finely
banded units are enhanced.

Directed Principal
Component

.. Q?;F'~~) .

Direct principal component analysis
at specific input band ratio Images.
Input ratios have been selected on the
basis of information regarding the
component of interest (Fe IOHI
greenness).

The vegetation signal IS

effectively decorrelated from the
signal, thereby unmlxlllg the
effects of vegetation and
pedogenic Iron oxides and clay
minerals.
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